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Abstract

We have built two tools for dynamically verifying MPI programs – one called ISP and the other called DMA. Both these tools are aimed at formally analyzing the executions of an MPI programs by running executions, analyzing the actual MPI operation dependencies that manifest, and rerunning executions to cover the dependency space. ISP implements an MPI-specific dynamic partial order reduction algorithm called POE while DMA implements a new distributed algorithm based on logical clocks. While ISP is able to scale up to tens of processes on medium-sized applications and offer more precise coverage of the dependency space, DMA is designed to scale up to thousands of processes on large applications, offering reduced (yet formally characterizable) coverage. In this position paper, we briefly describe ISP and DMA and explain the need to maintain both these tools – yet seamlessly integrate them within a common integration platform, with our current choice being Eclipse Parallel Tools Platform (PTP).

1. Introduction

Anyone who writes any program – concurrent or not – has to test it. Focussing on message passing MPI [1] based deterministic programs, it is well known that they offer a very high degree of isolation between processes, with all process actions being independent across processes. For such programs, conventional testing is quite effective, as running one schedule is equivalent to running any other schedule. However, in programs with non-deterministic MPI calls, it is known how skewed the matches can be – e.g., see [2] where we demonstrated unacceptable bug omission rates on the Umpire test suite when employing conventional testing methods. For such programs, issue-time modulation methods that depend on inserting delays also unnecessarily slow down the entire MPI program. Last but not least, nothing formal can be stated when a delay-based testing method finds no violations – there could still be serious bugs left!

Beginning with [5, 6] we demonstrated a new method for active testing of MPI programs that is tantamount to the formal process of partial order reduction that computes persistent sets [7, 8] at every state. This technique has been implemented as a tool called ISP that has been widely demonstrated. Recently, we have built the Graphical Explorer of Message passing (GEM) tool [9] that is now part of the Parallel Tools Platform [10] end user runtime.
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twice over: once where $P_0’s I_send$ is considered, and the second time where $P_2’s I_send$ is considered. But in order to ensure that these matches do occur, ISP must dynamically rewrite $I_recv(from : * )$ into $I_recv(from : 0)$ and $I_recv(from : 2)$ in these replays. If we did not so determinize the $I_recv$s, but instead issued $I_recv(from : *)$ into the MPI runtime, such a call may match $I_send$ from another process, say $P_3$. In summary, (i) ISP achieves discovers the maximal extent of non-determinism through dynamic MPI call reordering, (ii) it achieves scheduling control of relevant interleavings by dynamic instruction rewriting. While pursuing relevant interleavings, ISP detects the following error conditions: (i) deadlocks, (ii) resource leaks (e.g., MPI object leaks), and (iii) violations of C assertions placed in the code. ISP re-runs the code through all the relevant interleavings. For the given MPI program operating under the given input data set, ISP guarantees to find all deadlocks, resource leaks, and violations of local assertions (e.g., C assert calls placed in the code).

2. Scalable Dynamic Verification

It is clear that ISP’s approach will scale only as much as its centralized scheduler will allow. This has lead us to totally re-design the determination of happens-before by developing a decentralized algorithm that uses logical clocks (Lamport clocks or Vector clocks). The architecture of this tool is shown in Figure 3.

DMA works as follows:

- All processes maintain “time” or “causality” through Lamport Clocks (which are a frequently used optimization in lieu of the more precise but expensive Vector Clocks).
- Each MPI call is trapped (using p^N MPI [12] instrumentation) at the node where the call originates. For deterministic receive operations, the local process updates its own Lamport clock; for deterministic sends, it sends the latest Lamport clock along with the message payload using piggy-back messages. All Lamport clock exchanges occur through piggy-back messages.
- Each non-deterministic receive advances the Lamport clock of the local process. During execution, this receive will have matched one of the MPI sends targeting this process (else we would have caught a deadlock and reported it). However, each send that does not match this receive but impinges on the issuing process is analyzed to see if it is causally concurrent (computed using Lamport clocks). If so, it is recorded as a Potential Match in a file.

3. Integration of ISP and DMA within GEM

GEM was created to be a graphical interface that provides a means for users to easily launch ISP and then display the results of the analysis in a straightforward and intuitive manner. A brief summary of the results is provided in the section titled Detailed Runtime Information (Figure 4 shows GEM performing an analysis). This is where errors are brought to the user’s attention.

To examine an error more closely a user need only press the Examine Errors Button (grayed out in Figure 4 and with the text changed to No Errors Yet because the file being analyzed has no MPI Errors) to have a popup window launched that describes each of the errors and which opens the editor with the offending line highlighted an in view when one of these errors is double clicked. Also in this section there are buttons that let a user Browse Leaks (which operates much the same as Browse Errors, but displays resource leaks in place of errors) and Browse MPI Calls (which shows a tree representation of every call made). The other sections in the analyzer are designed to let the user step through the code to see the runtime behavior. The section marked Interleaving lets a user change which interleaving (aka schedule) is selected and the section marked Transition lets a user change which call in that interleaving is being displayed. The large section at the bottom titled Code Windows shows the current call...
in the left half and every matching call in the right half (in Figure 4 there is only one match so detailed information is provided, if the call is a collective operation and is matched by calls found in distinct locations of the code a list is provided and by clicking on an element of the list the editor is opened with the selected call highlighted and in view).

GEM has many other features that due to size limitation cannot be discussed further. Suffice it to say that this integration framework provides very intuitive feedback to MPI programmers about the formal verification results returned by ISP and those who desire further details are encouraged to view our technical report [9].

We are in the process of integrating DMA into GEM in much the same way that ISP already is, this will allow the strengths of both tools to be used in mutually complementary ways without making the verification process more complicated. Another exciting aspect of this integration rises from the fact that since we can schedule jobs on cluster machines using the Eclipse PTP Parallel Runtime Perspective shown in Figure 5, a designer will have one cockpit to drive formal dynamic verification tools from (Figure 6 shows this "cockpit"). This opens up possibilities for studying how tools that effect meaningful coverage/scalability tradeoffs can be synergistically combined – and perhaps also combined with other PTP based tools (such as for performance evaluation and conventional testing methods). For example, designers may be able to generate scenarios of interest by running ISP, and then dispatch them for in-depth analysis at scale using DMA. This would represent a nice combination of approaches where the expensive (and harder to use) cluster machine is not an essential prerequisite to have access to before verification at scale can be conducted. Other techniques such as [13] may also be integrated into this tool framework.

Last but not least with “cloud computing” resources likely to become widely available, one can also imagine scenarios where we partition the state space of the models being verified into parts that can be separately examined on the cloud. Again, the mindset here is to use production-quality cluster supercomputers only for actual long-lasting high-performance simulation runs, while using other machine types such as the cloud as debugging servers.
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